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Editorial 
Dear Members, 

Welcome to the 2021 New Year’s Newsletter. It has been 
quite a while since the last edition in April 2020, and 
now we are all hunkering down once again. While many 
of  the Society’s normal activities have had to be 
postponed, members have shown considerable resilience 
and creativity in responding to the new strictures we 
have all been working under. One example of  this was 
the ‘COVID-19 and Music Analysis: Impacts, 
Progression and Prospects’ conference, which was 
organised by the Society’s Student Representatives, 
Yvonne Teo and Bozhidar Chapkanov, and held online 
in July. A report of  this meeting can be found below. 

With the hope of  a vaccine being rolled out, I am certainly looking 
forward to the prospect of  attending physical conferences and 
teaching groups of  students on campus once again. I’m hopeful that 
we can meet at BrumMAC, which has been postponed until the 

summer. I’m also looking forward to the day when I can start to reduce my 
screen time. 

As usual, this edition of  the Newsletter contains an update from the SMA 
President, along with specific reports on conference activity, new 
publications, and future events. I also offer my congratulations to Alberto 
Martín Entrialgo, who won the TAGS Prize with his presentation on ‘Isaac 
Albéniz as a Galant Composer’. The prize-winning essay is published below.  

As ever, if  you have any news that you would like to publicise, such as major 
publications, awards, prizes, or events, please contact me at 
christopher.tarrant@newcastle.ac.uk and I will do my best to include items in 
the next issue. 

Happy new year to all; I look forward, hopefully, to seeing you again soon! 

Dr Christopher Tarrant 
January 2021  
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President’s Letter 
What a year! Our lives seem to have turned upside 
down by COVID-19, US elections and their concomi-
tant fevers, and many other things. Academia itself  has 
been shaken in some very interesting ways by the pan-
demic. The Black Lives Matter movement has also 
provided a catalyst for change, and in our own disci-
pline #Schenkergate has sparked controversies that 
have reached mainstream media. It behoves us all to 
be involved in these difficult conversations as stake-
holders in music theory and analysis, and to use the 
opportunities to reflect on our practices. Certainly, 
over the summer, the temperature of  the discipline was 
directly proportional to weather I was enjoying on hol-
iday in Italy while #Schenkergate broke out. My hope 
is that the strong feelings aroused continue to be chan-
nelled through the academic discourses of  discussion 

and debate – forums through which every discipline should 
seek to renew itself, making itself  fit for the modern world by 
reassessing its past. 

On matters of  Equality, Diversity and Inclusion, we now have 
an updated statement in light of  the BLM movement included 

in this issue, and we have become members of  the newly launched Equality, Diver-
sity and Inclusion in Music Studies Network, on which our EDI Officer, Dr Anne Hy-
land (edi@sma.ac.uk) represents the society. The trustees took the decision to 
sponsor the network £2000 to support the its activities this year, and in particu-
lar to part-fund a report into the state of  diversity in our sector. We also 
launched the new Mentoring Schemes for Women, which you should have heard 
about. Information about these – for potential mentors and mentees – is avail-
able below and on our website. 

While we’ve had some very successful study days and student discussion groups, 
one the biggest differences this year for the SMA was the postponement of  our 
major conferences – TAGS, BrumMAC, our FTSG conference, and EuroMAC. 
While some other conferences have moved online, I still think that we were right 
to make those decisions early on – it’s given us all some breathing space to focus 
on some other initiatives, and I’m happy to report a few of  these things to you 
now. 

Brexit looms large, and by the time this letter goes to print there will doubtless 
have been a few U-turns, postponements, and eye-watering scandals, but please 
rest assured that, while the UK government continues to make a fool of  itself  on 
the international stage, European relations among our friends in music theory 
societies are pretty solid. I represent the SMA on the European Network for 
Theory & Analysis of  Music (EuroT&AM), along with groups from Italy, Ger-
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many and Austria, Croatia, Russia, Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Poland, 
and Catalonia. It’s good to see the list growing in the last year; we now enjoy the 
presence of  the newly formed Serbian, Portuguese and Spanish societies. The 
group are running with a couple of  initiatives that we’d like you to be involved 
in, so please read on. 

We’re aiming to establish a monthly European Research Colloquium series from 
March 2021 (I’ve been calling them EuroZOOM off  the record, but we’ll think 
of  a snazzier title soon). This will help to strengthen our group and broadcast 
each country’s work more widely. Plans are still being formulated, but the format 
for these will vary from session to session – discussions, presentations, roundta-
bles. The plan is for societies to take turns hosting, so do let me know if  you have 
strong ideas for sessions, and please do come along and support once we an-
nounce the events. 

Another bold initiative is the EuroT&AM’s website (europeanmusictheory.word-
press.com), which has links to all of  the other societies as well as links to confer-
ences and events. You will also start to find short blog posts over the coming 
months about the different theories developed in the European countries. This 
week, I’ll be preparing to write a few paragraphs about Joseph Green (The tritone, 
a method of  harmony and modulation, 1870) and Hugh Carleton (The Genesis of  Har-
mony, 1881). Please do consider contributing to this initiative by writing posts on 
British theories/theorists, well-known theories as well as the wonderfully ob-
scure. [Brief  interlude. While writing this letter, my inbox pinged with a message from Prof. 
Julian Horton, saying ‘What about Ebenezer Prout?’ Now there’s a sentence you don’t often see 
…]. So please do get involved in this group, and get in touch with any ideas. 
As you can see, although life seems to have been put on hold for a while, the so-
ciety has been very busy indeed, and I’ve saved the best piece of  news until last. 
We have three new trustees – all newly elected at our September AGM – Dr 
Nicole Grimes, Dr Oliver Chandler, and Dr Sarah Moynihan. Our new trustees 
come with lots of  energy and new ideas, which will go some way to alleviating 
the pain of  saying goodbye to Dr Shay Loya, who stepped down as Trustee at 
the same time. Shay joined the executive committee at the same time I did, in 
around 2010. Shay has been a real driving force for so many projects, and more 
often than not has acted as the society’s voice of  reason. I have chosen not to 
provide an ‘obituary’ for Shay because I discovered recently that I narrowly 
avoided a lawsuit over David Bretherton’s ‘obituary’ when he stepped down as 
treasurer a few years ago, but I do offer profound personal thanks to Shay for all 
he has done, and will continue to do, in the name of  the society. 

Prof. Kenneth Smith 
December 2020 
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Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion 

Equality and Diversity Mission Statement  

The Society for Music Analysis is committed to the ideals of  digni-
ty and equality of  opportunity for all people, irrespective of  race, 
gender, age, or any other such characteristic by which people iden-
tify themselves or are identified by others. Our aim is to cultivate a 
scholarly environment that is inclusive, supportive, and free from 
unfair discrimination. In line with these objectives, the SMA is 
committed to promoting and developing equality of  opportunity 
by: 

•Communicating in clear and unbiased language its 
commitment to issues of  equality and diversity to all its 
members; 

•Establishing and maintaining transparent criteria 
for any processes followed to select members of  the 
Board of  Trustees, Society Officers, Society Representa-
tives, or any selection process (such as consideration of  
conference participation, SMA Travel Grant awards, or 
publication); 

•Considering the diversity of  any groups involved in 
selection processes;  

•Raising awareness of  unconscious bias for groups 
involved in selection processes; 

•Taking positive action to redress any under-repre-
sentation of  particular sub-groups within the discipline; 

•Establishing and maintaining new activities and 
strategic initiatives that are of  long-term benefit to our 
under-represented members; 

•Establishing and maintaining a commitment to out-
reach and diversity via the society’s Education Officers; 

•Developing, fostering, and participating in dedicated 
roundtables, panels, and other collegial environments for 
addressing political, ethical, and moral issues; 

•Consulting and working with interested groups and 
individuals, both internal and external. 

The SMA’s Board of  Trustees has responsibility for ensuring that 
the Society operates within the legal framework for equality and 
for implementing this policy throughout its activities. The SMA 
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values diversity, and recognises and celebrates the diversity of  its 
membership, both existing and prospective. Any comments on this 
subject may be directed to the Society’s Equality and Diversity 
Officer, Dr Anne Hyland (anne.hyland@manchester.ac.uk). 

Anne M. Hyland 
  
29/01/18 
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Mentoring Schemes for Women 

As part of  the SMA’s continued commitment to equality, diversity and in-
clusion, the Trustees and Officers are pleased to announce the launch of  
two new mentoring schemes aimed specifically at combating the continued 
under-representation of  women in our discipline. 

(1) Background and Context 
	 In May 2015, the National Association for Music in Higher Education 
(NAMHE, now MusicHE) published a report on ‘Gender and Equality in 
Music Higher Education’ following research undertaken by Dr Danijela 
Bogdanovic. That report confirmed ‘the existence of  cultural and attitudi-
nal barriers faced by many women throughout their careers…despite the 
existing employment policies, practices, and procedures whose aim is to 
ensure equality and diversity’ (p.19), and provided a list of  examples of  
good practice as well as recommendations to help alleviate the problem of  
women’s under-representation in Music higher education.  

	 In July of  that same year, the need for a more robust support network for 
women working specifically in the discipline of  Music Theory and Analysis 
was aired at a plenary roundtable held at the SMA’s annual conference at 
Keele University, organised and spearheaded by Nicholas Reyland. ‘Mind 
the Gap: Women in the Field of  Music Analysis’, chaired by Laurel Par-
sons (Committee on the Status of  Women [CSW] Chair) with contribu-
tions from Stefanie Acevedo (Yale University), Amanda Bayley (Bath Spa 
University), Anne Hyland (University of  Manchester) with a response by 
Janet Schmalfeldt (Tufts University), was the first all-female panel to ad-
dress the society since its inauguration in 1992. The session explored the 
progress of  women through the academic pipeline from undergraduate to 
professorial levels in the UK (Anne Hyland); intersections of  gender and 
interdisciplinarity (Stefanie Acevedo); the role of  the Society for Music 
Theory’s CSW in improving the status of  women in music theory (Laurel 
Parsons), and the outstanding and often unique contributions of  women 
analysts and theorists to the field (Amanda Bayley). A major outcome of  
that panel was the creation of  an Equality and Diversity Officer position 
within the SMA, whose role it is to oversee EDI issues within the society, to 
promote good practices of  selection and recruitment, and to help maintain 
diversity both within the SMA and beyond it, in the music-theory commu-
nity more broadly.  

	 The findings presented by that plenary roundtable and in NAMHE‘s 
published report suggest that female scholars continue to be under-repre-
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sented in our discipline. The SMA is committed to tackling this inequality 
by ensuring that our female members’ rates of  publication in music-analyt-
ic journals and representation at music-analytic conferences broadly corre-
spond to their distribution within the profession. To that end, the SMA is 
launching two mentoring schemes, following the model put down by the 
SMT’s CSW: a conference proposal mentoring scheme, and a research 
mentoring scheme. 

(2) The Schemes 
1.Conference proposal mentoring scheme 
This scheme pairs a female graduate student, junior scholar or ECR (‘the 
mentee’) with a more established male/female scholar in the field (‘the 
mentor’) who provides feedback on the mentee’s proposal for the SMA’s 
annual MAC with a view to boosting its chance of  acceptance.  

1.Research mentoring scheme 
In a similar vein, this scheme pairs a mentee with a mentor working in 
broadly overlapping 	 areas of  the discipline. The mentee may send a 
chapter/article/work-in-progress to the mentor with whom she can discuss 
specific writing problems, analytical issues, Sibelius questions, and issues of  
style and/or organisation. As well as offering general feedback on the 
work, mentors may also advise on appropriate journals/publishers, where 
appropriate.  

(3) Eligibility and Criteria 
Mentees: 
To be eligible to apply to these schemes, mentees must be from one of  the 
following groups: current doctoral candidates registered at a UK HEI; ear-
ly career researchers within five years of  the receipt of  their doctorate (de-
fined as the date upon which the degree was conferred); individuals within 
three years of  their first academic appointment; women returning to an 
academic position or reintegrating into academia after an extended period 
of  parental leave. 

Mentors: 
Mentors must hold a full-time academic position in the Music Department 
of  a UK-based HEI. Additionally, mentors will have experience as a 
speaker at a previous SMA conference and will have published at least one 
article in a leading music-analytic journal (such as, but not limited to, Mu-
sic Analysis, Music Theory Spectrum, Music Theory Online, Journal of  Music Theo-
ry, Music Theory and Analysis). Mentors will usually serve a two-year term. 
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The SMA plans to honour its mentors at a wine reception during the an-
nual MAC. 

(4) Process and Timeframe 
How to become a mentor or mentee: 
A call for participation will be issued annually on the SMA’s website, on an 
e-mail circular and on the Golden Pages, usually following the annual 
MAC or AGM. Both mentors and mentees respond to this call.  
Mentees are asked to provide the following information: 
i.Institutional affiliation; 
ii.What level they are; 
iii.A sentence or two about their conference proposal or work-in-progress. 
Mentors are asked to respond with a brief  expression of  interest, provid-
ing the following details: 
i.Position and institution;  
ii.Research specialisms and interests; 
iii.What they would be happy to undertake (in terms of  scheme: one or 

both). 

Queries about either program may be sent to the SMA’s Equality and Di-
versity officer at edi@sma.ac.uk.  

SMA Equality & Diversity Officer 
06/09/20 
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TAGS Prize Essay 
Isaac Albéniz as a Galant Composer 
By Alberto Martín Entrialgo 

‘I confess with a little shame that, even as much as I admire 
Mozart, I have never been able to finish listening to “Così 
fan tutte” or “Le nozze di Figaro”; so much beauty always in 
the same colour and identical tessitura ends up being too 
sweet. Those who assert that Wagner writes with a recipe 
can say what they want, but there is no bigger recipe in the 
world like that of  the classical composers, especially Mozart, 
and he adhered to it in most of  the works he produced.’  1

When Albéniz wrote these words in 1897 he was in his late thirties and about to write some of  his most ambi-
tious and renowned pieces, including a monumental operatic trilogy based on the legend of  King Arthur, and 
the often-called ‘suite’ Iberia.  Without any context, one could easily guess the approximate date of  these words 2

and not miss by many years, since these words are nothing but the product of  the ideological tenets of  roman-
ticism, implicit in the underlying aesthetic values on innovation and originality. However, this greatly contrasts 
with eighteenth-century ideologies and compositional practices, since, as eighteenth-century scholars have 
shown, composers shared a vast network of  musical vocabulary whose conventionality served as a means of  
communication.  3

Part of  these eighteenth-century musical conventions were codified by Robert Gjerdingen in what he called 
‘galant schemata’.  Galant schemata are ideal representations of  a set of  pre-determined melodic and har4 -
monic formulas in a fixed metrical position and with a relatively fixed function in the form. Schemata consti-
tuted a shared compositional vocabulary and an essential component of  eighteenth-century musical syntax. 
They were also a means of  communication through which composers could assert their learned social status in 
an eighteenth-century courtly environment. Through galant schemata, composers, performers, and their audi-
ences engaged in a musical dialogue only possible through the conventionality of  the musical material. In that 

 Yo confieso con rubor que, admirando como admiro a Mozart, no he podido acabar de oír ni el cossi fan tutte, ni la nozze di Figaro; 1

tanta belleza siempre en el mismo color y de idéntica tesitura acaba por empalagar; digan lo que quieran los que aseveran que Wagner 
escribe con receta, receta como la que han usado los clásicos, especialmente Mozart, no le hay más grande en el mundo, y a ella se ha 
atenido el maestro en la mayor parte de las obras que produjo. Isaac Albéniz, Impresiones y diarios de viaje, ed. Enrique Franco (Madrid: 
Fundación Isaac Albéniz, 1990), 56.

 As Walter Clark has pointed out, the term ‘suite’ might be inappropriate for the collection. See Walter Clark, Isaac Albéniz: Portrait of  a 2

Romantic (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 224.

 See Danuta Mirka and V. Kofi Agawu, Communication in Eighteenth-Century Music (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 3

2008). 

 Robert Gjerdingen, Music in the Galant Style (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).4
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sense, musical schemata equated good manners, and, as such, were acquired through an intense musical edu-
cation, which included memorization through exercises like partimenti.  This was a practice that, as Gjerdingen 5

points out, resembled that of  their contemporary actors of  commedia dell’arte who learnt a set of  predetermined 
speeches, jokes, and gestures collected in their zibaldone.  This practice, which links composition and improvisa-
tion with memory, constitutes a creative tradition with roots in classical rhetoric that could be traced back to 
Quintilian.  To put it simply, galant schemata were courtly conventions, or, to paraphrase Albéniz, eighteenth-6

century musical ‘recipes’.  

Isaac Albéniz’s musical language is often defined by its integration of  Spanish folklore into nineteenth-century 
tonal practices, and, in his later compositions, by its hints of  French modernism. However, one essential com-
ponent of  Albéniz’s aesthetics and his compositional style has been taken for granted and has not received the 
analytical attention it deserves. Both Jacinto Torres and Walter Clark have pointed out the strong classical 
foundations of  Albéniz’s music.  Clark broadly defined classicism as a term applied ‘more generally to the en7 -
tire eighteenth century, including the Baroque, especially the compositional techniques and dance forms of  
that period’.  Clark supports his claim with several arguments. First, he points out Albéniz’s ‘rational’ attitude 8

towards religion: an attitude directly indebted to Enlightenment thought and which greatly contrasts with that 
of  ‘his Romantic idol Liszt’. Second, he clarifies Albéniz’s relationship with nationalism: although Albéniz ex-
tensively used Spanish folk music in his compositions, his connection with this material was closer to eigh-
teenth-century conceptions of  folk music than to nineteenth-century national reinterpretations of  folklore. Fi-
nally, Clark also points out a ‘predilection for eighteenth-century genres and forms’, as well as a vast eigh-
teenth-century repertoire that he constantly performed as a concert pianist. As a composer, Albéniz’s classi-
cism is also manifested in his numerous piano sonatas and ‘suites anciennes’, as well as in his carefully construct-
ed formal frameworks, his predilection for sonata form, and in his ultimate compositional motto: ‘variety with-
in logic’. 

Despite Romantic rhetoric and artists’ anxieties of  influence, nineteenth-century composers also followed their 
own ‘recipes‘, adapting and manipulating pre-existing formulas. The present study aims to unveil one of  Al-
béniz’s own ‘recipes’, which, at the same time, shares the same roots as one of  Mozart’s. Taking my cue from 
Clark’s work and using Gjerdingen’s methodology, I will specify concrete compositional techniques commonly 
employed by Albéniz that have their roots in eighteenth-century music, or, more specifically, in galant music. I 
will concentrate on a particular galant schema: the Prinner. First, I will define this schema in general and illus-
trate how it was used in galant music, and then demonstrate how Albéniz used it in his own work, showing 
continuities with the galant tradition, adaptations to a new stylistic context, and interaction with other ele-
ments more often associated with Albéniz. 

 These were, as Gjerdingen defines them, ‘predominantly bass lines to which the student was expected to add upper voices or chords 5

in order to create a complete keyboard work’. Gjerdingen, 2007, 31.

 On the importance of  classical rhetoric on Renaissance composition and improvisation see Philippe Canguilhem, ‘Improvisation as a 6

concept and musical practice in the fifteenth century’ in Anna Maria Busse Berger and Jesse Rodin, The Cambridge History of  Fifteenth-
Century Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 149–163.

 Jacinto Torres ‘La inspiración clásica de Isaac Albéniz’, liner notes for Isaac Albéniz: Sonatas para piano n 3, 4, 5. L’Automme, Albert 7

Guinovart, piano, Harmonia Mundi CD HMI 987007, 1994, p.5; reissued 2003 (HMA 1957007). English translation by Christine 
Losty. Walter A. Clark, ‘“Variety within Logic”: Classicism in the Works of  Isaac Albéniz’, Diagonal: An Ibero-American Music Review 1, 
no.1 (2015): 105–113.

 Clark, 2015, 106.8
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The Prinner 

The Prinner is the galant schema that stands out most in Albéniz’s oeuvre. It was named by Gjerdingen after 
the seventeenth-century theorist Johan Jacob Prinner (1624–1694), and typically combines a descending step-
wise melody from ❻ to ❸, with a descending bass line in parallel thirds (④–①) that usually inserts a dominant 

before the final ①.  

Example 1: Prinner prototype. 

As a galant convention, the Prinner typically functions as a riposta, an elegant answer to a question posited by a 
previous musical phrase. In fact, Gjerdingen presents the Prinner as one of  the most common riposte to the 
Romanesca, another typical galant schema.  

Example 2: Wodiczka, op. 1, no.3, mvt. 1, Adagio, bar 1 (1739). As quoted in Gjerdingen, ‘The Romanesca’. 

In addition to the Prinner’s function as a riposte, the schema was widely used as a means to modulate to the 
dominant key. This has led Gjerdingen to label this variant of  the schema as a ‘modulating Prinner’. Gjerdin-
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gen argues that given the polyvalence of  the la sol fa mi tetrachord in both the natural and soft hexachord sys-
tems, the tetrachord could be used in both tonic and dominant keys.  

Example 3: Modulating Prinner in Bononcini, Il trionfo di Camilla, Sinfonia, mvt. 3, Allegro, m.1 (Naples, 1696), orig-
inal F Major, as quoted in Gjerdingen ‘The Prinner’. 

The Prinner, thus, provided an excellent means of  moving rapidly and smoothly to the dominant while at the 
same time fulfilling the expectation for a riposta generated by a previous musical statement. Once we have de-
fined the schema and illustrated its main functions in galant music, we can begin to explain its role in the mu-
sic of  Albéniz. 

The Prinner in the music of  Albéniz 

Throughout his entire career and especially in his earliest compositions, Albéniz’s tonal and formal plans re-
mained highly rooted in common-practice tonality. Hence, modulations to the dominant remained the prima-
ry tonal goal of  his music, and he frequently employed the modulating Prinner to achieve this, since, as in 
galant times, it still ‘provided an excellent means to moving rapidly to the dominant while at the same time 
fulfilling the expectation for a riposte’.  Although examples with a typical ❻–❶ melodic descent in the top 9

voice are numerous in Albéniz’s compositions, he usually preferred a different melodic formula: a ❻❶❹ 
arpeggiation (or ❸❺❶ of  the initial key).  

 Gjerdingen, 2007 ‘The Prinner’.9
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Example 4: Albéniz Prinner prototype 

The following example corresponds with the second theme of  Albéniz’s piano concerto, and illustrates the typ-
ical function of  the schema in Albéniz’s music. 

Example 5: Modulating Prinner in Albéniz’s Piano Concerto, Op.78, i, ‘second theme’, bars 73–76. 

As the scale-degree labels on the bass indicate, the modulation introduced by the Prinner constitutes a local 
movement towards B Major that is immediately reinterpreted as a dominant of  the main key through the use 
of  a dominant seventh chord. The fragment presented here constitutes the antecedent of  a period – that is, an 
initial statement of  a theme that closes with a non-conclusive, usually dominant-oriented cadence. The an-
tecedent is followed by a consequent: an answer to the antecedent that counterbalances the initial dominant-
oriented movement with a more stable authentic cadence in the main key.  Thus, the Prinner of  the piano 
concerto not only functions as a riposte to the initial two bars of  the second theme, but also serves to reach the 
dominant that helps to articulate the periodic structure of  the theme.   10

 A systematic definition of  ‘periods’ and ‘sentences’ can be found in William Caplin, Classical Form: A Theory of  Formal Functions for the 10

Instrumental Music of  Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998).
15
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More ‘Prinner’ examples from the piano concerto or the piano sonatas could be easily found, but perhaps the 
presence of  the Prinner in those compositions comes as no surprise, since they have a ‘neutral, somewhat aca-
demic and impersonal expression’ associated with the early nineteenth century.  Therefore, in both the piano 11

concerto and the piano sonatas Albéniz used the Prinner in a very similar way as in galant times: that is, as a 
riposta to a previous musical statement and as a way to achieve the dominant that articulates the periodic struc-
tures of  the themes. In other words, so far we have dealt with ‘continuities’ with the galant tradition. The fol-
lowing section will explore how the Prinner, a galant convention, fared with the folkloristic language with 
which Albéniz is so often associated, and how it interacted with other elements of  Albéniz’s style. This section 
will show how the Prinner was adapted to new stylistic constraints. 

Adaptations to new stylistic constraints 

The modulating Prinner often appears in some salon-like works, and in the better-known ‘Spanish-style’ 
pieces, with which Albéniz is most often associated. For instance, Orientale, a piece composed in 1891 and pub-
lished in 1892 in the collection Chants d’ Espagne, is ‘thoroughly rooted in Spanish folk music, and its principal 
theme (bars 8–9) is a model of  the octosyllabic copla rhythm [and] the Phrygian colouring and subdued dy-
namics contribute to a mood of  wistful reflection.’  How could the ‘galant’ Prinner function in such context? 12

 

Example 6: Modulating Prinner in ‘Orientale’, bars 15–23 

 Torres, 2003.11

 Clark, 1999, 100. A copla is a type of  popular song with octosyllabic verse and a typical ABCB or similar rhyme scheme. Coplas usual12 -
ly end with a characteristic turn on a triplet before the final note.
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The modulating Prinner functions as a riposte to the first five bars of  the theme in the fragment shown, and 
provides ‘an excellent means to moving rapidly [and smoothly] to the dominant’, which functions as the tonal 
goal of  this first section of  the piece. The Prinner is somewhat disguised through its minor mode (galant Prin-
ners are often, if  not always, in the major), and the melodic figuration using the typical triplets of  the copla.  
Notice, at the same time, how the modulating Prinner ‘fails’ to produce the necessary closure, and Albéniz 
needs to confirm the new key through a final, strong PAC. At the same time, the form of  the first theme is ar-
ticulated through the dominant key, which in this case is achieved through the modulating Prinner. 

Albéniz’s most highly regarded composition was, without any doubt, Iberia. This ‘suite’, written between 1905 
and 1907, is a collection of  piano pieces known for its use of  Spanish folklore and its hints to French mod-
ernism. It seems difficult to imagine a galant Prinner in this stylistic context. However, the schema does appear 
a few times in this collection. The following example corresponds to bars 18–19 of  Eritaña, the last piece of 
Iberia.  

 

Example 7: Eritaña bb.18–19 

Here the typical top voice of  the Prinner is hidden in an inner voice, and the galant features of  the schema are 
lessened through the parallel voice leading, the thick texture and the octave doublings. At the same time, the 
Prinner assumes quite an important structural role by articulating the cadence that divides the first section of  
the piece. Just a few bars latter the more ‘Albenician’ variant of  the Prinner appears, using the ❻❶❹ arpeggia-
tion. In this example, the Prinner no longer functions as a riposte, and it is neither employed to achieve the 
dominant that serves to articulate the theme. In fact, the schema is used developmentally to create an ascend-
ing-fifths sequence in the transition section of  this sonata form. 
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Example 8: harmonic-melodic reduction, Eritaña bars 41–43. 

 

Interaction with other patterns 

Schema identification requires from the analyst and listener both deductive and inductive processes (‘bottom-
up’ and ‘top-down’ approaches, as Gjerdingen called them).  A set of  individual features make us recognize a 13

specific example as an instance of  a schema, but, at the same time, the schema, our a priori representation, 
helped us find those individual features on the first place. But to what extent is variation possible in one of  
those individual features without compromising the recognition of  that schema? Gjerdingen has introduced 
concepts from cognitive psychology to answer this question, two of  which are most pertinent here: typicality 
and confidence.  Typicality refers to the degree to which a particular example resembles an abstract represen14 -
tation of  a schema (a prototype), whereas confidence is the degree of  conviction a person possesses when label-
ing a particular example as an instance of  a schema. Gjerdingen argues that a zero level of  typicality is nearly 
impossible, because a low level of  confidence will most likely result in the emergence of  a different schema as 
an alternative explanation of  that particular passage. This situation is graphically represented below in Figure 
1. 

Gjerdingen concludes that if  a researcher’s knowledge is limited to a single schema, he or she would be more 
likely to identify particular examples with low typicality as instances of  that schema, instead of  choosing an 
alternative model. The following example explores this particular problem in the second theme of  ‘Asturias’, a 
very well-known piece published in both Chants d’Espagne and Suite Española. 

 Robert Gjerdingen, A Classic Turn of  Phrase: Music and the Psychology of  Convention. Studies in the Criticism and Theory of  Music (Phil13 -
adelphia: University of  Pennsylvania Press, 1988), 95.

 Gjerdingen, 1988, 68–98.14
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Figure 1: Graphic representation of  the cognitive process of  schema identification. 

As already hinted at before, one of  the main reasons why the modulating Prinner provided a very smooth 
modulation to the dominant key was the polyvalence of  both the la sol fa mi tetrachord in the top voice and the 
fa mi re do in the bass both in the natural and soft hexachords. Translated to more modern tonal theory, this 6–
5–4–3 and 4–3–2–1 combined soprano–bass pattern could be diatonically reinterpreted in both the tonic and 
dominant keys. However, whereas this is true for the major mode, the same does not hold for the minor scale, 
since the bass tetrachord is not equivalent in the first and fourth scale degrees. In other words, the descending 
tetrachord on ① ends with a half-step (i.e., ⑥–⑤ of  the minor mode). Therefore, in a modulating process to 

the dominant in a minor key, the ⑥ needs to be raised to become ② of  the new key – all the examples of  a 

(minor) modulating Prinner seen so far show this. The persistence of  the diatonic ⑥ would preclude the mod-
ulation in a strictly tonal context, since the final note of  the tetrachord would still be perceived as a dominant 
of  the initial key. However, this tetrachord with a half-step between the last two tones would be characteristic 
of  the Phrygian mode. Example 10, taken from the second theme of  Asturias will illustrate this situation and 
will propose the Prinner and the Phrygian tetrachord as alternative interpretations of  the passage in question. 

The difficulties already start with determining the key of  this section. Given that the piece is in G minor, one 
would expect the secondary key to be B@ Major or G major, less likely, D minor. However, a classically trained 
musician would most likely interpret this passage in G minor. Although hints to all these keys are present in the 
quoted passage, someone more familiar with Albéniz’s oeuvre would recognize that this piece is very much 
inspired by flamenco music: the first theme of  Asturias (not shown) is usually related with the bulerías, and the 
beginning of  the second theme is a deep lamentation imitating the cante jondo.  Albéniz usually evocates this 15

‘deep song’ with a monodic texture: a melody doubled at the 15th in the Phrygian mode, repeated, varied, and 
with ‘instrumental interludes’ (bars 65, 69, and 74 of  Example 10) that end with a major chord on the finalis of  
the 

 Clark, 1999, 98.15
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Example 9: Albéniz, Asturias, bars 63–97 
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Example 9 (continued) 

Phrygian mode on D, as is customary in flamenco music. In terms of  tonal plan and tonal contrast, the key of 
D (Phrygian) would also make more sense. Thus, the D interpretation seems to be more in line with Albéniz’s 
style, although a (somewhat latent) G minor interpretation would not be impossible at all. It is in this context 
that the pattern in bars 83–87 arises.  

Some of  the features of  the Prinner are discernable: the harmonization of  the three initial chords (53, 6 and an 
implied 53), the usual parallel thirds between soprano and bass, and the descending tetrachord. However, an 
interpretation from G minor is problematic, since the descending bass line would start on ① and not on ④. 
Likewise, a D Phrygian interpretation of  the progression would also be troublesome from a Prinner perspec-
tive, given the half  step between the last two notes of  the tetrachord. Harmonically speaking, the resulting 
augmented-sixth chord on E@ and the dominant potentiality of  the last chord of  the pattern also conflict with 
the Prinner prototype. All these features diminish the levels of  ‘typicality’ and ‘confidence’ on the Prinner. In 
this context, an alternative schema arises. The descending bass pattern is rather interpreted as the so-called 
Phrygian tetrachord characteristic of  Spanish music. The following example shows this tetrachord in B Phry-
gian in Malagueña. 

Example 10: Phrygian tetrachord in Malagueña, bars 14–17 
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Conclusions 

This article has pointed out a component of  Albéniz’s music that is not so often associated with the Spanish 
composer. Albéniz tends to be associated with musical nationalism, and his music described in relation to 
Spanish folklore. My study, on the contrary, has put Albéniz’s work in dialogue with galant music and with 
eighteenth-century ideologies and compositional practices. I have shown that, throughout his entire composi-
tional career, Albéniz extensively used a particular galant schema that Robert Gjerdingen termed ‘the 
Prinner’. The schema appeared in the ‘academic’ compositions like the piano concerto and the piano sonatas, 
in the ‘Spanish-style’ pieces, and his monumental Iberia. The Prinner was one of  Albéniz’s favourite strategies 
to modulate to the dominant key; it acted as an elegant, modulating riposta to a theme; and was often used to 
achieve the dominant that articulated the form, either in periodic phrases or larger formal units. At the same 
time, Albéniz also used it simply to develop material. Moreover, I have also revealed how this galant schema 
was adapted to a late nineteenth-century stylistic context, and how it interacted with other elements more of-
ten associated with Albéniz’s music. Thus, contrary to his own Romantic rhetoric quoted at the beginning of  
this article, Albéniz’s systematic use of  the Prinner points out that he (obviously) had his own compositional 
‘recipes’. 

This study has shown how galant schema could still function as a very fruitful heuristic framework to analyze 
nineteenth and even twentieth-century music. I believe that this type of  work could be easily expanded to oth-
er nineteenth- and even twentieth-century repertoires. I hope that my investigation could also help future re-
search to answer broader questions about the extent and significance of  the persistence of  galant formulas in 
the long nineteenth century. 
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Conference Reports 
COVID-19 and Music Analysis: Impacts, 
Progression and Prospects 
25 July 2020 

Bozhidar Chapkanov and Yvonne Teo 

SMA Student Representatives 2020–21 

On 25 July 2020, SMA members – students, early career researchers, 
teaching fellows, academics – had the opportunity to attend an online 
event, which was dedicated to the impact of  the current pandemic to the 
music profession and scholars in the field of  music analysis. Topics relat-
ing to the impact of  COVID-19 on performance, conducting research in 
the field, and teaching were discussed. Different ways for music practi-
tioners and researchers to emerge from the crisis were proposed. The fu-
ture of  music in an online environment was described and evaluated.   

Three guest speakers led the workshop: Dr Sarah Moynihan, Dr Christo-
pher Tarrant, and Prof. Julian Horton. Firstly, Dr Moynihan, in her ca-
pacity as a recent PhD graduate and a member of  the music department 
at the University of  Oxford, shared her views on the current climate and 
provided advice for graduate students who intend to pursue an academic 
career in the near future. The second speaker was Dr Christopher Tar-
rant, a lecturer at Newcastle University with several years of  experience 
teaching in academia. He highlighted the difficulties which most music 
departments across the UK faced this year in organising teaching and 
assessment in an online environment. Last but not least was Prof. Julian 
Horton from Durham University. He expressed his concerns about the 
financial impact of  the pandemic on music institutions and universities, 
and warned graduate students that finding a job in academia might be 
even a more challenging endeavour than before in the years to come. 
Prof. Horton advised younger musicians and musicologists to be extra 
vigilant for opportunities, to be prepared to perform well a variety of  du-
ties at the beginning of  their academic career, including teaching a wider 
variety of  music courses.  

The second part of  the workshop divided attendees into smaller groups in 
breakout rooms and gave all attendees the chance to discuss the above 
issues with one of  the guest speakers. Student members were able to voice 
their experiences and talk about their difficulties, especially in obtaining 
materials pertinent to their research. It was agreed that music libraries 
across the UK and Europe should put extra effort in speeding up the 
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process of  digitalising their collections. Concerns were also expressed 
about the new challenges posed by online academic conferences, with 
specific mention to the lack of  eye contact between presenters and audi-
ence, as well as the inability to obtain detailed feedback. On a lighter 
note, the guest speakers expressed their optimism in being able to resume 
in-person conferences in 2021, highlighting key events such as Brum-
MAC and EuroMAC, which are currently planned for July and Sep-
tember 2021 respectively.    

The workshop was overall very successful, considering that it was the first 
online SMA event of  its kind. More than twenty graduate student mem-
bers of  the SMA, early career scholars and academics attended. Upon 
feedback, attendees agreed on the fact that such online-held activities are 
useful to keep a sense of  a community within and beyond the SMA and 
to discuss the challenges posed by the current unprecedented pandemic. 
Another online workshop entitled ‘Analytical Representations in Music 
Analysis’ was planned for 5 December 2020, while the SMA’s annual 
writing club will also be conducted online in January or February 2021.  

SMI and ICTM Ireland Plenary 
Conference 2021 
Hosted by the Department of  Music, School of  Creative Arts, Trinity 
College Dublin. 

27–30 May 2021 

Call for Papers 

The Annual Plenary Conference of  the Society for Musicology in Ire-
land (SMI) and the Irish Chapter of  the International Council for Tradi-
tional Music (ICTM Ireland) of  2021 will be hosted by the Department 
of  Music, Trinity College Dublin. We warmly invite papers from scholars 
in all areas of  music, including composition, ethnomusicology, musicolo-
gy, performance, and sonic arts. We encourage proposals not only from 
members of  the SMI and ICTM but from scholars around the world. 

Proposals for contributions are invited in four formats: (a) twenty-minute 
papers on any aspect of  musicological research; (b) themed panels of  
three to four twenty-minute papers; (c) poster sessions comprising up to 
six ten-minute presentations followed by a general debate; (d) thirty-
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minute lecture-recitals. Themed panel sessions may include titles such as 
‘music in public life’; ‘musicology/ethnomusicology and contemporary 
society’; ‘musical life during a pandemic’; ‘historical pedagogies’. 
Prospective organisers of  panel and poster sessions are encouraged to 
suggest topics independent of  these themes, which are listed here as sug-
gestions. 

With a view to reaching an international audience, this year’s plenary 
conference may include a digital component. 

The IRC-SMI Harrison Medal will be awarded to Professor Michael 
Beckerman (Carroll and Milton Petrie Professor of  Music, Collegiate 
Professor of  Music New York University) for his outstanding research in 
Czech and eastern European music, film music, the music of  the Roma, 
and music in the concentration camps. The award ceremony and Prof. 
Beckerman’s IRC Harrison Lecture will take place at this conference.  

ICTM-Ireland’s inaugural Oirdhearchas Award will be presented to Pro-
fessor Thérèse Smith (University College Dublin) who will give a plenary 
lecture. 

A joint SMI-ICTM Plenary Lecture will be given by Professor Harry 
White (University College Dublin), founder of  the Society for Musicolo-
gy in Ireland 

Please send proposals to smiconference2021@gmail.com by 8 February 
2021. 

Please include an abstract of  no more than 250 words in a Microsoft 
Word-compatible format or an outline of  no more than 250 words of  the 
topic(s) to be addressed and a list of  potential speakers for panel or 
poster-session proposals. Where relevant, please indicate an institutional 
affiliation.  

The programme committee for SMI 2021 comprises Simon Trezise 
(Conference chair, TCD), Evangelia Rigaki (TCD), Michael Lee (TCD), 
Anja Bunzel (Institute of  Art History, Czech Academy of  Sciences), Lor-
raine Byrne Bodley (Maynooth University, SMI President), Helen Lawlor 
(Dundalk Institute of  Technology, Chair of  ICTM Ireland). 

The conference is being held in association with the Irish Research 
Council and the Irish Traditional Music Archive. 

An online version of  this CFP can be found at https://musicologyire-
land.com/SMI-2021. 
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New Publications 
SMA Trustee Oliver Chandler has recently published three articles on Elgar’s 
instrumental music: 

‘“Octatonic” voice leading and diatonic function in the Allegro molto from 
Elgar’s String Quartet in E minor, op. 83’, Music Theory Online 26/1 
(2020). 

‘Diatonic Illusions and Chromatic Waterwheels: Edward Elgar’s Con-
cept of  Tonality’, Journal of  the Society for Musicology in Ireland, 15/1 (2020): 
3–29. 

‘A Diminished-Seventh Bassbrechung: Tonal Ambiguity and the Prolon-
gation of  Function in Edward Elgar’s String Quartet, 1st movement’, 
GAMUT: Online Journal of  the Music-Theory Society of  the Mid-Atlantic 9/1 
(2020): 1–29. 

Nassos Polyzoidis has recently published an article in the 10th Issue of  Quadrivi-
um (2019): ‘Fingerstyle Rebetiko: the revival of  a lost technique’. 

William Drabkin has written a chapter in The Cambridge Companion to the Eroica 
Symphony, ed. Nancy November (May 2020), entitled ‘Twentieth-Century Analyt-
ical Approaches to the First Movement’.  

Music Haven (London) published 
Mozart: Three Late Sonata Fragments for 
Pianoforte and Violin, completed by 
William Drabkin, in October 2020. 
These are compositions that were dis-
cussed and first performed in 2019 at 
SotonMAC and at the Italian music 
theory conference held in Rimini.  
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String Quartet 
in D minor Op.103 
Joseph Haydn

completed as a four-movement 
work by William Drabkin

ISBN 978-0-9930068-2-1

Oboe Concerto 
in F Major K.293 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Completed and arranged for 
Oboe and Piano

ISBN 978-1-910573-18-1

Variations on 
God Save the King 
Johann Nepomuk Hummel

for Violin and Cello 
arranged by Steven Isserlis

ISBN 978-0-9930068-0-7

Oboe Concerto 
in F Major K.293 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Full score, solo and orchestral
parts

ISBN 978-1-910573-00-6
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Diary 
Theory and Analysis Graduate Students (TAGS) Conference 
City, University of  London 
This conference has been postponed until further notice 

BrumMAC 
Birmingham University, 29–31 July 2020 
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/lcahm/departments/music/events/
2020/society-for-music-analysis-conference.aspx  

International Conference on Musical Form 
Formal Theory Study Group (FTSG) 
Copthorne Hotel, Newcastle upon Tyne 
This conference has been postponed until summer 2021 

Carl Nielsen Studies Conference 
Newcastle University, 17–18 September 2021 
https://goldenpages.jpehs.co.uk/2019/10/02/1st-biennial-carl-nielsen-studies-
conference/ 

RMA Annual Conference 2021 
Newcastle University, 14–16 September 2021 
https://conferences.ncl.ac.uk/rma2021/ 

SMA Annual Conference 2022 (NewMAC) 
Newcastle University, Summer 2022 
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Bursaries and Travel Grants 
SMA Travel Grant 
The Editorial Board of  the journal Music Analysis makes grants from its 
Development Fund in the form of  support for travel and subsistence to UK-
based students and scholars working in the discipline of  music analysis to attend 
conferences abroad, to consult library and archival resources, or to pursue other 
comparable research activities. Individual grants will not normally exceed £500 
and applicants must be members of  the SMA. The board also supports UK 
academic conferences, seminars, and meetings concerned wholly or in part with 
the discipline of  music analysis. For more details and application procedure see 
http://www.sma.ac.uk/grants/development/. Students wishing to apply for 
travel bursaries should consult http://www.sma.ac.uk/grants/travel/. 

SMT International Travel Grants 
International Travel Grants are available for the purpose of  attending Society 
for Music Theory (SMT) conferences. Application information can be found on 
the webs i te o f  the SMT’s Commit tee on Diver s i ty : h t tp ://
www.societymusictheory.org/grants/travel. 

Music Analysis Development Fund 
Grants are made from the Music Analysis Development Fund to conduct research 
and to support conferences and other meetings. Applications are welcomed 
from members of  the SMA. Details can be found by visiting this link: https://
www.sma.ac.uk/grants/development/.
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